
THE OPPORTUNITY
Soft Landing is a showcase of dance and performance works which will take place over two nights: 19 & 
20 June 2015. Soft Landing will offer audiences a distinctive and unique theatre experience which 
journeys through various performance spaces within the Rutland St Arts Precinct in Newtown, Geelong.

Blink Dance Theatre provides a platform for professional artists to develop high calibre work and explore 
new approaches to devising movement material. We are currently seeking applications from artists 
working in the fields of dance, theatre and performance art. Applications are welcome from students and 
professionals, individuals and groups.
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ARTISTIC FRAMEWORK
Soft Landing asks artists to respond to “Falling”......the experience, 
the concept, definition, history, awareness and variety. The selected 
works will be performed in multiple spaces, with the audience guided 
from one experience to another in maximum groups of 20. 

Artists are invited to submit proposals for a short performance 
to meet the following criteria:

● 8-10 min duration 
● to be repeated 4 times each night
● meet a budget under $250 (including lighting, sound, props 

etc.) 
● made for small spaces approximately 5msq
● artists are encouraged to take risks and push boundaries 

through their work.

Artists will be given free access to rehearsal space at The Loft 
Studio in order to prepare their work.

All submissions must also include the following details:

1. Contact details
2. Artist/Group bio or CVs
3. Artwork statement (200 – 250 word max) describing the 

proposed performance.
4. Indicate what media your work will require for performance 

eg. sound, lighting, projection, props, costume, staging.

Maude Banvard, The Catch, Brockton Fair, 1907 by Frederick W Glasier

Rainfall 
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INSPIRATION

Falling is a way of inscribing space.

‘Falling’ can be synonymous with an involuntary 
state of being, often associated with a sense of failure.
to be overthrown
to break down
to diminish

Phrases containing the verb ‘to fall’ describe the fateful 
and inevitable transition from one state of being to another.
to fall pregnant
to fall in love
to fall ill

The Greeks thought of birth as a fall - from one mother 
(the womb) to another (the earth). 
In English, the birth of lambs is also called a ‘fall’.

A soldier lost in combat is ‘fallen’.

- Annette Habel On Falling

“Falling back to Earth” by Cai Guo-Qiang

        

“In Extremis - Bodies with 
no regret” by Sandro Giordano

“Free Falling Dream” by Richard 
Davis
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CONTACT

Please email your submission to artisticdirector@blinkdancetheatre.com by 5pm Monday 23 March 2015.
Shortlisted artists will be contacted to discuss their project before Friday 3rd April 2015.

For more information about Blink Dance Theatre and our past productions, please see www.blinkdancetheatre.com.au 

Please direct any enquiries to our Producer; 
Jessica Lesosky 
042151974
jesslesosky@yahoo.com.au
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